Perfluoroalkyl chain conjugation as a new tactic for enhancing cell permeability of peptide nucleic acids (PNAs) via reducing the nanoparticle size†
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Nucleic acid therapeutics has emerged as an effective technology for gene inhibition. However, susceptibility towards cellular enzymes and poor cellular uptake has limited their applications. In this context, chemically modified nucleic acids that resist degradation by cellular enzymes have attracted greater attention. Peptide nucleic acids (PNAs) are a class of DNA mimics derived by replacing the negatively charged sugar phosphate backbone with a pseudo peptide acids (PNAs) are a class of DNA mimics derived by replacing the negatively charged sugar phosphate backbone with a pseudo peptide backbone (2-aminoethyl-glycine unit) carrying nucleobases through a tertiary acetamide linker group.6,7 PNAs bind to complementary DNA and RNA with high affinity, specificity and stability in biological systems.8,9 The exploration of PNAs as antisense agents is limited by their relatively poor cellular uptake10–12 and has lead to several types of chemical modifications of PNAs.13

Many methods in the literature, which have addressed the issues of efficient cell delivery of PNAs, range from micro-injection,14 electroporation,15–17 and co-transfection with DNA using cationic lipids.18 Although these methods are successful to some extent, the protocols are arduous and limited to small-scale experimentations. Conjugation of PNAs with cell penetrating peptides19 and inherently cationic peptides20 is known to internalize PNAs into cells, with the major fraction localizing in endosomal compartments, not available for efficient DNA/RNA targeting. Additives like calcium ions and chloroquine are used to release the PNA-peptide conjugates from the endosome, but enhanced potency is often accompanied by pronounced toxicity.21,22 The self-assembling PNA amphiphiles,23 from PNAs conjugated with di-alkyl lipid tails and charged amino acid residues retained the binding selectivity with DNA,24 but have not been tested for cell uptake functions. PNA conjugates with cholesterol/cholic acid have been recently shown to be efficient along with a cationic transfection agent in HeLa pluc705 cells.25

The use of cationic polymers or lipids to promote the delivery of antisense ODN/siRNA,26 though widely reported, have shown considerable cytotoxicity.27,28 The oligonucleotide conjugates with neutral lipids fare better in enhancing cellular uptake of antisense oligonucleotide/siRNA, prolonging their half-life in plasma and increasing the efficiency of siRNA-induced gene silencing in vivo.29,30–33 Significantly, mere attachment of perfluoroalkyl chains to the 5′-end of the DNA leads to improvement in the cellular localization of the DNA.34 In this context, we report here the first results of PNAs conjugated with a hydrophobic perfluoro undecanoyl moiety to promote their cellular uptake in NIH 3T3 and HeLa cell lines. It is further shown that perfluorination of PNAs leads to a decrease in the size of the resultant nanoparticles to the 100–250 nm range, more favourable for cellular uptake compared 450–500 nm size nanoparticles from non-fluorinated PNAs, an important finding useful for future designs.

Fluorescent PNAs conjugated with undecanoyl and perfluoro-undecanoyl moieties were synthesized (Fig. 1) in order to visualize their cellular localization using confocal microscopy. The PNA sequences A (LysNHCO-TGACTCCATT-Lys) and B (LysNHCO-TCACTAGATG-Lys) were synthesized on a MBHA solid support using Boc-chemistry by known procedures with standard PNA monomers.35 N0[(Boc)-N0(p-Cl-Cbz)-Lysine was first coupled to the MBHA resin, before sequential addition of desired PNA monomers for oligomer synthesis. After the addition of the last PNA monomer, N0[(Fmoc)-N0(Boc)-Lysine was coupled to the PNA at the N-terminus, followed by deprotection of the ε-amino group by treatment with TFA. This was then coupled with either undecanooic acid or perfluoroundecanoic acid using HBTU/HOBt as a coupling reagent under microwave conditions (Fig. 1).
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At the end of the synthesis, the resin was treated successively (path A) with piperidine (Fmoc deprotection) and TFA/TFAFMSA (cleavage from resin) to obtain PNAs 1,2 (sequence A) and PNAs 3,6 (sequence B). In path B, the Fmoc protection on the ω-amino group of N-terminus lysine was deprotected with piperidine and the free ω-amino group was reacted with carboxyfluorescein in the presence of DIC/HOBt as a coupling reagent, followed by cleavage from the resin to obtain PNAs 7,8 (sequence B). In path B, the Fmoc protection on the ω-amino group of N-terminus lysine was deprotected with piperidine and the free ω-amino group was reacted with carboxyfluorescein in the presence of DIC/HOBt as a coupling reagent, followed by cleavage from the resin to obtain PNAs 7,8 (sequence B). The non-fluorescent PNAs 1,2,5,6 and the fluorescent PNAs 3,4,7,8 were purified by reverse phase C18 HPLC using different gradient elutions. The integrity of synthesised PNAs is supported by their HPLC retention time and mass analysis by MALDI-TOF (Table 1). It is seen that the fluorinated PNA 2/6 and PNA 4/8-CF have longer elution times in HPLC than the corresponding non-fluorinated PNAs – PNA 1/5 and PNA 3/7-CF, suggesting a slightly higher hydrophobicity. The identity of fluorinated PNA 2 was also supported by $^{19}$F NMR data that gave 5 sets of signals with chemical shifts in the region – 122.0 to – 127.0 ppm, similar to that seen in the parent perfluoroundecanoic acid (Fig. S9 and S10 in the ESI†).

The cell entry and localization of synthesised PNAs in NIH 3T3 and HeLa cells were explored by confocal imaging to visualize the fluorescent PNAs (PNA 3-CF, PNA 4-CF, PNA 7-CF, and PNA 8-CF) within the cells. The target cells were incubated for 12 h under standard cell culture conditions (37 °C, 5% CO$_2$) in DMEM cell culture medium. The cells were washed with cold PBS and treated with fresh DMEM medium. PNA was added to cells (200 μL) to reach a final concentration of 2 μM and incubated for 24 h after which nuclear stain Hoechst 33442 and ER-tracker (ER-red) were added. After 30 min the cell medium was aspirated and washed with cold PBS thrice and treated with OPTIMEM cell medium prior to confocal cell imaging. Fig. 2 (NIH 3T3) and Fig. 3 (HeLa) show the confocal pictures of cells treated with (A/A′) blue Hoechst 33442 (nuclear stain), (B/B′) red ER track dye and (C/C′) green fluorescent PNA 3-CF/PNA 4-CF and (D/D′) super-imposed pictures of the corresponding A, B, C and bright field images. The results suggest that both hydrocarbon (PNA 3-CF)/fluorocarbon (PNA 4-CF) PNAs are taken up by NIH 3T3 and HeLa cells. The green fluorescent PNAs entered into the cytoplasm and co-localized with the red ER tracker in the endoplasmic reticulum, leading to yellow colour from the superimposition of green (from PNA) and red (from ER-red tracker) colours. The yellow colour is more intense and focussed in cells treated with fluorinated PNAs (Fig. 2D and 3D), compared to the more diffused nature in cells treated with non-fluorinated PNAs in both NIH 3T3 (Fig. 2D) and HeLa (Fig. 3D) cells. This clearly suggests that fluorinated PNAs are more efficient in cell permeation compared to non-fluorinated PNAs and they accumulate in the endoplasmic reticulum.

The quantification of the cellular uptake by PNA 3-CF, PNA 4-CF, PNA 7-CF, and PNA 8-CF was realised by determining the percentage of positive cells using fluorescence-assisted cell sorting analysis (FACS) in NIH 3T3 and HeLa cells (Fig. 4). The mean fluorescence was 10 times higher with the fluorinated PNA 4-CF and PNA 8-CF than with non-fluorinated PNA 3-CF and PNA 7-CF, although the absolute cell count was slightly lower for fluorinated PNAs. However, the percentage of positive

Table 1 MALDI-TOF spectral analysis of the synthesized PNA oligomers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Entry</th>
<th>PNA</th>
<th>Mol. formula</th>
<th>Calcd m/z</th>
<th>Obsvd m/z</th>
<th>RT (min)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>PNA 1</td>
<td>C$<em>{121}$H$</em>{182}$N$<em>{32}$O$</em>{36}$</td>
<td>3101.4214 [M + H$^+$]</td>
<td>3101.6819</td>
<td>23.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>PNA 2</td>
<td>C$<em>{121}$H$</em>{182}$N$<em>{32}$O$</em>{36}$</td>
<td>3429.2432 [M + Na$^+$]</td>
<td>3430.3914</td>
<td>27.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>PNA 3-CF</td>
<td>C$<em>{121}$H$</em>{182}$N$<em>{32}$O$</em>{36}$</td>
<td>3459.4691 [M + H$^+$]</td>
<td>3460.2451</td>
<td>13.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>PNA 4-CF</td>
<td>C$<em>{121}$H$</em>{182}$N$<em>{32}$O$</em>{36}$</td>
<td>3765.3090 [M + H$^+$]</td>
<td>3765.8383</td>
<td>15.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>PNA 5</td>
<td>C$<em>{121}$H$</em>{182}$N$<em>{32}$O$</em>{36}$</td>
<td>3151.4469 [M + 2H$^+$]</td>
<td>3151.3916</td>
<td>11.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>PNA 6</td>
<td>C$<em>{121}$H$</em>{182}$N$<em>{32}$O$</em>{36}$</td>
<td>3456.2799 [M + H$^+$]</td>
<td>3456.2004</td>
<td>13.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>PNA 7-CF</td>
<td>C$<em>{121}$H$</em>{182}$N$<em>{32}$O$</em>{36}$</td>
<td>3508.4868 [M + H$^+$]</td>
<td>3508.3051</td>
<td>12.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>PNA 8-CF</td>
<td>C$<em>{121}$H$</em>{182}$N$<em>{32}$O$</em>{36}$</td>
<td>3815.3345 [M + 2H$^+$]</td>
<td>3815.9119</td>
<td>13.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
cells (Fig. 5) with PNA incorporation was 3-fold higher for fluorinated PNA in NIH 3T3 cells and 2-fold more in HeLa cells than with non-fluorinated PNA and PNA. These data confirm and provide quantitative evidence for the higher competence of fluorinated PNAs for cell infiltration.

PNAs 1, 2, 5, and 6 were tested for their self-assembling abilities using FESEM. It was found that these form well-defined nanospheres with particle size in the range of ~100–500 nm (Fig. 6 and ES1†) compared to the non-fluorinated PNAs, that formed bigger particles (~450–550 nm). It is important to note that the perfluoroalkyl chain PNAs (PNA 2 and 6) produced nanospheres of lesser size of ~100–250 nm. The fluorinated chain in the PNA structure thus seems to cause compaction of the nanoparticle. To examine if this situation exists in solution as well, particle size distribution was measured in aqueous solutions of PNA 1 and PNA 2 by dynamic light scattering technique (Fig. S8 in the ES1†). It was observed that the particle size distribution in solution was broader, although the mean size of nanoparticles was around 250 nm for fluorinated PNA 2, much lower than ~500 nm for the non-fluorinated PNA 1. The nanoparticle size measurements from FESEM correlated well with solution DLS measurements, with the fluorinated chain causing 2-fold compaction of nanoparticle size. The particle size of ~100–250 nm is in the right range for effective cell permeation and so perfluoroalkylation of PNA has a significant effect on its cell penetrating ability. The results reported here provide a new structure based rationale for engineering future PNAs towards efficient cell delivery.

Perfluoroalkyl/hydrocarbon chain conjugated PNAs can be easily accessed by synthesis on a solid support and the protocol is amenable to other chemically modified PNAs as well. The C11-hydrocarbon/fluorocarbon chain linked at the PNA N-terminus using lysine as a linker also enabled attachment of fluorophores as well. Both NIH3T3 and HeLa cells take up fluorocarbon/hydrocarbon conjugated PNAs and localise them in the endoplasmic reticulum as followed by the red ER-tracker dye and seen as intense yellow colour in superimposed images in confocal microscopy. The perfluorocarbon PNA was taken up in higher quantity (Fig. 4, mean fluorescence) and by more cells (Fig. 5) than the non-fluorinated PNA. Significantly, the conjugated perfluorocarbon chain on PNA induces the formation of nanoparticles of ~200 nm size, which may promote their higher efficiency of uptake by cells than the higher (~500 nm) particle size of non-fluorinated PNA. Thus perfluoroalkylation is a convenient and useful addition to a growing repertoire of rational strategies to overcome the poor cell permeability of PNAs. We have recently shown that introduction of difluoromethylene units as well.
in the apg-PNA backbone has a similar cell permeation enhancing effect, but much lower than the perfluoroalkylation reported here.\textsuperscript{37} It has good potential to be an “add-on” device in combination with other chemical modifications such as cationic guanidinylation\textsuperscript{20} to generate hybrid peptide nucleic acids to access intracellular targets either as aptamers\textsuperscript{38} or as gene silencing agents. The interesting self-assembling properties induced by perfluorocarbon chains may also be explored towards new applications of PNA in materials science.\textsuperscript{39}
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